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Assumptions That Affect Our Lives traces the foundation of Western thought back to two opposing worldviews: the
ancient Greeks, who fathered man-centered secularism, and the ancient Hebrews, who carried forward the revelation of
God.
Dangerous HighlanderA Dark Sword NovelSt. Martin's Paperbacks
Western culture has been moving away from its Christian roots for several centuries but the turn from Christianity accelerated in the 20th
century. At the core of this decline is a loss of a sense of our own transcendence. Scientific materialism has so seriously impacted our belief
in human transcendence that many people find it difficult to believe in God and the human soul. This anti-transcendent perspective has not
only cast its spell on the natural sciences, psychology, philosophy, and literature, it has also negatively impacted popular culture through the
writings of Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett, and many others. The warning signs of this loss of transcendence have been expressed by
thinkers as diverse as Carl Jung (psychiatrist), Mircea Eliade (historian of religion), Gabriel Marcel (philosopher), C.S. Lewis and J.R.R.
Tolkien. These warnings were validated by a 2004 study in the American Journal of Psychiatry which showed that the absence of religion
alone was responsible for a marked increase in suicide rates, sense of meaningless, substance abuse, separation from family, and other
psychiatric problems. Thus, the loss of transcendence is negatively affecting not only individuals’ sense of happiness, dignity, ideals, virtues,
and destiny, but also the culture. Ironically, the evidence for transcendence is greater today than in any other period in history. The problem is
– this evidence has not been compiled and propagated. Fr. Spitzer’s book provides a bright light in the midst of this cultural darkness by
presenting both traditional and contemporary evidence for God and a transphysical soul from several major sources. He also shows how
human consciousness and intelligence is completely special – and cannot be replicated by artificial intelligence or animal consciousness. We
are transcendent beings with souls capable of surviving bodily death – self-reflective beings aware of perfect truth, love, goodness, and
beauty. We are beings with an unrestricted capacity to know and create science, law, culture, art, music, literature, and so much more. The
evidence reveals that we have the dignity of being created in the very image of God, and if we underestimate it, we will undervalue one
another, underlive our lives, and underachieve our destiny. This work is the most comprehensive treatment of human transcendence
available today.
The Neon LawyerBy Victor Methos

Djinn twins John and Philippa, along with their Uncle Nimrod, travel to the Amazon jungle to try to recover a stolen
collection of rare Incan artifacts.
This set collects three novels. 'The Gunslinger' introduces the hero Roland, who must reach the Dark Tower in order to
save his universe, Mid-World. There are passageways between our world and Mid-World, and a New York City boy
named Jake gets shoved in front of a car by Jack Mort ('death'), is killed, and finds himself alive in Roland's world. He
becomes Roland's surrogate son. In book 2, 'The Drawing of the Three', Roland is attacked by marvelous, poisonous
'lobstrosities' and enters our world for help. He takes heroin addict Eddie Dean from 1987 New York and Odetta Holmes
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from 1964 New York as his team. In a powerful time-tripping scene, Roland confronts Jack Mort and actually changes
Jake's Earth history, which has heady implications for Roland's world. In 'The Waste Lands', book 3, Roland and
company get ensnared in a civil war in the urban waste of Lud, acquire a delightful talking pet named Oy the Bumbler,
and find themselves captives of a psychotic train called Blaine the Mono.
Dangerous Highlander is the first novel of Dark Sword—a breathtaking historical and paranormal romance series from Donna Grant. The bold
and passionate Lucan MacLeod—one of three brothers cursed by dark magic for eternity—is driven by desire for the one woman he dare not let
himself possess... He is magnificently strong—and dangerously seductive. One of the fiercest of his clan, Lucan MacLeod is a legend among
warriors, inspiring fear in man and woman alike. For three hundred years, he has locked himself away from the world, hiding the vengeful god
imprisoned in his soul. But then, a young lass caught in a raging storm awakens his deepest impulses...and darkest desires. Cara doesn't
believe the rumors about the MacLeod castle—until the majestic Highland warrior appears like a fiery vision in the storm, pulling her into his
powerful arms, and into his world of magic and Druids. An epic war between good and evil is brewing. And Lucan must battle his allconsuming attraction for Cara—or surrender to the flames of a reckless, impossible love that threatens to destroy them both...
From today's headlines to your textbook, SOCIETY, ETHICS, AND TECHNOLOGY, Fifth Edition, explores the cutting edge of technological
innovation and how these advances represent profound moral dilemmas for society as a whole. You will build a strong foundation in theory
and applied ethics as you are challenged to examine critically the social effects of technology in your daily life. This timely anthology, filled
with cutting-edge work from prominent scholars and thinkers, focuses on current technological issues and ethical debates. Insightful
introductions and focus questions before each piece help put readings in context and to establish frameworks for ethical decision-making.
The readings examine the consequences of technological change from a variety of historical, social, and philosophical perspectives. Special
coverage of the history of technology focuses on ground-breaking developments, as well as the technological underpinnings of contemporary
globalization. New articles examine the impact of contemporary technological advances, such as nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, and
social media. In addition, the book explores the future of technology in such areas as human rights, overpopulation, biotechnology,
information technology, climate change, and the environment. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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